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Recently I spoke with a seminary dean in her fourth year in office. After four years she is stepping down, but takes some pride in having hit the top end of the average tenure for faculty in that office. While she had taken some undergraduate education courses she spoke of the challenges she faced in the area of educational administration required in the office of the dean. During our conversation she repeated what seems to be a recurrent cry, "We really need a school for theological school deans!"

That got me to thinking what a school for theological school deans might look like. What might be a crash program of study for persons moving from faculty to deanship? Most theological school deans come from among the faculty and are scholars and teachers, but often not "educators" in the strictest sense. Some may have church leadership experience, but most have not had experience leading an educational institution--which is a different type of system. Very often, the insight is about the gap between what we think we know about the job, and what the job actually entails. Many would wish for a crash course on "just how do you DO this job?!"

What knowledge can help when moving from a focus on teaching, scholarship, and academics to a focus on administration and leadership? Below is a playful program of study for such a "school." I tried to identify the cluster of courses that can offer just the right amount of knowledge for the task at hand. You can fill in the course description based on your own interest and needs.

DED100 History and Philosophy of Theological Education: Foundations
DED101 Curriculum Design and Development for Theological Schools
DED102 Assessment in Theological Schools: Curricular, Programmatic, and Institutional
DED103 Supervision in Theological Schools: Faculty and Staff Relations and Development
DED104 Educational Administration in Theological Schools: Work smarter, not harder, and stay longer
DED105 Educational Leadership in Theological Schools: It's not Church, it's not university, and it's not what it used to be.

So, what do you think? Too little? Too much? What else would you include in a program of study for a school for deans?
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